[Multiple myeloma--diagnosis, prognostic factors and treatment].
The problem of diagnosis, prognostic factors and the efficacy of therapies were investigated in 330 patients with multiple myeloma (MM) and 51 patients with benign monoclonal gammopathy (BMG)/monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS). Seven out of 51 patients with BMG/MGUS were transformed into MM. The mean time to the transformation was 61.6 months. M protein level in these patients had been gradually and constantly increasing until the transformation in contrast with stable level in non-transformed patients. In MM there was one year difference between median survival from the time of diagnosis and start of chemotherapies. It depended on the deferral of treatment in patients with stage I myeloma. No difference of survival time was found between initial and differed therapy for stage I myeloma. Earlier therapy is not advantageous in this stage. Stages and immunoglobulin classes of MM were prognostic factors. Stage I or IgG myeloma had the longest survival and stage III or BJP myeloma had the shortest one. The new protocol, DMVM plus natural interferon alpha therapy induced high complete remission rate of 37.1% in initial treatment patients. The survival rate at three years from the treatment was 70%.